**Y3250 THE YEAR OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY (AUSTRALIA, 1983)**

(Other titles: Annee de tous les dangers; Anno vissuto pericolosamente; Lev farligt)

**Credits:** director, Peter Weir; writers, David Williamson, Peter Weir, C. J. Koch; novel, C. J. Koch.

**Cast:** Mel Gibson, Sigourney Weaver, Linda Hunt, Michael Murphy, Bembol Roco.

**Summary:** Adventure film set in Indonesia in 1965. Guy Hamilton (Gibson) is an ambitious Australian reporter on his first overseas assignment and is befriended by a short Eurasian cameraman, Billy Kwan (Hunt), who has connections in high places. Hamilton soon gains an entree to Indonesian Communist Party leaders, as well as insight into Jakarta’s grim realities on the eve of a major political upheaval. Described as an indictment of western imperialism with a “post-Vietnam consciousness” by Robert C. Cumbow in Vietnam war films.
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